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Barack Hussein Obama is an African-American that by birth and blood was a Muslim for
at least 27 years. Obama's father, grandfather, stepfather, stepbrothers, stepsisters,
Sarah (who Obama calls grandmother) are all Muslims. Obama is a 32nd Degree "Prince
Hall" Freemason & is related to both Pres. Bush & V.P. Cheney--See:
http://www.rense.com/general80/obmw.htm His politics are rooted in Marxism &
socialism. Barack Obama's top economics adviser Austan Goolsbee is a member of the
super-secret Skull & Bones society of Yale University. Obama's main overall image
adviser and foreign policy adviser is Zbigniew Brzezinski, the co-founder of David
Rockefeller's Trilateral Commission. As a state legislator Barack actively worked to
preserve availability of abortion in all nine months of pregnancy. He opposed parental
notification. He opposed any and all bans on partial birth abortion In his run for the U.S.
Senate Obama even asked his wife to pen a letter to Illinois voters that reassured them of
his commitment to fighting for the right to butcher children in the womb. Barack Obama
has long supported the advance of the radical homosexual activist lobby in their pursuit
to destroy traditional marriage. He supported the creation of "special rights" for people
who engage in homosexuality for the sole purpose of putting them at the front of the line
on issues of employment, housing, and litigation. He has also solidly backed the
advancement of all "hate crimes" legislation, which ultimately may be used to silence
clergy who believe according to their own convictions that homosexual behavior is
wrong and preach so from biblical texts. The frenzy surrounding Barack Obama’s U.S.
presidential campaign is a little foretaste of the mindless passion that will accompany
the rise of the antichrist when he comes on the scene as a man of peace and a superman
problem solver.

BARACK OBAMA: THE WOLF IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9P15YZrnv0

BARACK OBAMA THE WOLF PART: HIS PUPPETMASTERS:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ro6OIgeGBC4&feature=user

Barack Obama: His Documented History
http://www.freedomsenemies.com:80/_more/obama.htm

Why is Obama's Evil in Rick Warren's Pulpit?
http://www.townhall.com/columnists/column.aspx?UrlTitle=why_is_obamas_evil_
in_rick_warrens_pulpit&ns=KevinMcCullough&dt=11/19/2006&page=1

THE OBAMA FRENZY (Friday Church News Notes, February 29, 2008,
www.wayoflife.org fbns@wayoflife.org, 866-295-4143) - The frenzy surrounding Barack
Obama’s U.S. presidential campaign is a little foretaste of the mindless passion that will
accompany the rise of the antichrist when he comes on the scene as a man of peace
and a superman problem solver. Speaking in Omaha, Nebraska, Obama said that he
and his supporters “will remake the world” (YouTube.com, Feb. 7, 2008). At Obama’s
appearances women scream and faint and even hardened reporters and Hollywood
movie stars are agog. After his appearance in College Park, Maryland, the newspaper
said: “You can see it in their flushed-face smiles and hear it in their screams. They say
the phenomenon is difficult to describe, but once they experience it they tell their
friends, sisters, mothers and daughters, and they come back for more if they can. He
did not flinch when women screamed as he was in mid-sentence, and even broke off
once to answer a female’s cry of ‘I love you Obama!’ with a reassuring: ‘I love you
back’” (“Women falling for Obama,” News24.com, February 12, 2008). The Associated
Press called him “a metaphysical force in American politics” (AP, Feb. 12). Chris
Matthews said: “My, I felt this thrill going up my leg. I mean, I don’t have that too often”
(MSNBC, Feb. 12). Gary Hart said Obama is “the agent of transformation in an age of
revolution” (Huffington Post, Feb. 13). Michael Sietzman says, “He empowers us with
words and the authentic emotion behind them and people are rushing into the tent to
drink that magic water” (Huffington Post, Feb. 14). Danny Westneat said “the
Obamapalooza is a once-in-a-lifetime spectacle” (Seattle Times, Feb. 9). Stanley
Crouch of the New York Daily News called the Obama campaign “a purification ritual”
(Feb. 18). ABC Nightline correspondence David Wright said: “Politics doesn’t even
begin to describe it. A visit to an Obama rally is a pilgrimage” (Newsbusters.org).
Christena Weatherspoon said that it was like Obama was “inside her head” and “knows
what I want” (Tribune-Chronicle, Youngstown, Ohio, Feb. 19). Actor George Clooney
said, “He walks into a room and you want to follow him somewhere, anywhere,” and
actress Halle Berry said, “I’ll do whatever he says to do. I’ll collect paper cups off the
ground to make his pathway clear” (Lisa Lehrer, Politico, Feb. 20). When New Age
billionaire Oprah Winfrey introduced Obama on December 11 in Columbia, South
Carolina, she called him “an evolved leader” and said, “We’re here to evolve to a higher
plane.” She said he is a “force for peace” who can break down everything that divides,
including race and politics and religion. Obama’s wife said he is a leader “who’s going to

touch our souls” (“Messianic Rhetoric Infuses Obama Rallies, Politico, December 11,
2007). “He which testifieth these things saith, Surely I come quickly. Amen. Even so,
come, Lord Jesus” (Revelation 22:20).
http://www.wayoflife.org/fbns/fridaynews/news/2008/fridaynews080222.html

Senator Obama Has Strong Ties To Illuminati - Communist
Illuminati At That!
http://cuttingedge.org/news/n2267.cfm
Subtitle: One adviser is a member of Skull & Bones while the other is a one of the
founders of the infamous Trilateral Commission! Proof positive that no candidate gets
elevated to the high post of President unless they have sold out to the Illuminati! This
reality means that Skull & Bones, the CFR and the Trilateral Commission have
members on both sides of the political aisle. Truly, there is not one whit of difference
between the Republican and Democrat Parties. Obama is taking advice from a powerful
Trilateral Commission member who believes Marxism "represents a further vital and
creative stage in the maturing of man's universal vision." Can you believe it? Is this the
"change" to which Obama is referring?
Senator leaped to the forefront of the Democrat Presidential primary in Iowa by
continually shouting to his eager audiences that he is an "agent of change"! He was so
successful getting this message across that he won that primary handily. From that
moment on, candidates from both Democrat and Republican sides of the aisle began
casting themselves in the "agent of change" light. Hillary Clinton took a slightly different
tack; while admitting that Obama had proven that people wanted change, she said that
she alone possessed the experience needed to make such change occur!
Her implication seemed to be that, if Senator Obama was her running mate, she could
use her experience as a tool by which to implement his good ideas for change. But, is
Obama REALLY an "agent of change", or is he simply another Establishment candidate
secretly beholding to the forces and the plan of the Illuminati?
Let us examine the facts.
NEWS BRIEF: "Obama Economic Controller Is Skull And Bones Member Austan 'The
Ghoul' Goolsbee, Yale '91", by Webster Tarpley, 2-4-2008
"WASHINGTON DC -- Barack Obama's top economics adviser is a member of the
super-secret Skull & Bones society of Yale University, of which George H.W. Bush,
George W. Bush, and John Kerry are also members ... By adding the infamous Skull &
Bones secret society to his campaign roster, Obama, who bills himself as the candidate

of change and hope, has attained a prefect trifecta of oligarchical and financier
establishment backing for his attempt to seize the nomination of the Democratic Party
for 2008."
We have confirmed from other sources that Austan Goolsbee is Skull & Bones.
1) "List of Skull and Bones members" - Wikipedia Online Encyclopedia - listed as class
of 1991
2) "New known Bones members -- 1986-2006" - OSDIR Mail/Archive
Therefore, even as President George Bush (Skull & Bones, 1968) walks off the world
stage on January 20, 2009, Senator Obama will be bringing in another Skull & Bones
adept on to the world scene, whether Obama will be President or Vice President. The
power and influence of the infamous "Brotherhood of Death Society" will continue to
propel the world into the New World Order.
Now, let us return to our featured article to see an equally sinister Illuminati connection
to Senator Obama.
"Obama's main overall image adviser and foreign policy adviser is Zbigniew Brzezinski,
the co-founder of David Rockefeller's Trilateral Commission, and the mastermind of the
disastrous Carter administration." (Ibid.)
It is difficult to imagine a more horrific scenario than that of Zbigniew Brzezinski helping
set Barack Obama into place, first as a Senator and then as a Presidential candidate.
As this segment, above, correctly says, Zbigniew Brzezinski was instrumental in
choosing Jimmy Carter to run as President and then to be his chief advisor. Brzezinski
was one of THE major reasons the Carter Administration put America through 4 years
of unmitigated hell.
We wrote about this union of Jimmy Carter and Zbigniew Brzezinski in an article
entitled, "FREEMASONS PAY TRIBUTE TO BILLY GRAHAM AS THEIR GREAT
FRIEND!" (NEWS1742) Let us quote a pertinent section:
Carter also belonged to the "Better World Society", 49 and, as already mentioned, the
Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), and the Trilateral Commission (TC). 50 These
groups are working for a one world government. As President, Carter filled his cabinet
with CFR members. His National Security Advisor, Zbigniew Brzezinski, was both a
CFR and TC member. In fact, Brzezinski was the founding Director of the Trilateral
Commission. 51 In his book, "Between Two Ages: America's Role in the Technetronic
Era", Brzezinski wrote:

"Marxism represents a further vital and creative stage in the maturing of man's universal
vision. Marxism is simultaneously a victory of the external, active man over the inner,
passive man and a victory of reason over belief....The nation-state is gradually yielding
its sovereignty....Further progress will require greater American sacrifices. More
intensive efforts to shape a new world monetary structure will have to be undertaken,
with some consequent risk to the presently favorable American position." ("Secret
Records Revealed: The Men, the Money and the Methods Behind the New World Order
", Dr. Dennis Cuddy, (Oklahoma City, Oklahoma: Hearthstone Publishing, Ltd., 1999),
p.113-114; Ibid.
Did you read this statement which Brzezinski coined? Listen again:
"Marxism represents a further vital and creative stage in the maturing of man's universal
vision."
Can you believe that Senator Obama is being guided by a man who founded the
Trilateral Commission and who believes that "Marxism represents a further vital and
creative stage in the maturing of man's universal vision."?
This new understanding is incredible! Not only will Obama's "new change" ideas be
Socialist to the core, but they will be Marxist to the core. Of course, Hillary is also
Marxist through and through, as her Universal Health Care and her Universal Education
demonstrate! Now, can you understand why President Carter's Administration put this
country through economic turmoil? He and Brzezinski were pursuing Marxist ideals!
When we learned that Mike Huckabee was depending upon CFR President Richard
Haas for foreign policy advice and had addressed the CFR membership and had written
an article in their flagship magazine, we rightly concluded that the former Arkansas
governor was under the control of the Illuminati. Now that we learn that Senator Obama
has close advisers from Skull & Bones and the CFR/Trilateral Commission/Bilderberger
sources, we can see clearly that this senator from Illinois is just as "Establishment" as
Bill and Hillary Clinton and President Bush. Once again, the gullible American people
are being lied to in a huge way, with very few star-eyed people ever understanding how
they are being so terribly deceived!
Adolf Hitler was exactly correct when he said, "What luck for rulers that people do not
think!"
http://cuttingedge.org/news/n2267.cfm
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Is Senator Barack Obama the "Messiah" - or at least a Messiah figure?
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That question is popping up with a lot more regularity these days, and seems to
tie in with the occult theme which Cutting Edge has already noted.
NEWS BRIEF: "Is Barack Obama The Messiah?", by Ben Shapiro, Town Hall,
January 31, 2007
"Apparently, Senator Barack Hussein Obama, D-Illinois, is the Messiah ... Jesus
didn't get this kind of Sunday media coverage on Easter Sunday. It is no wonder
Slate.com has a running Obama 'Messiah Watch' dedicated to 'considering
evidence that Obama is the Son of God'."
Now, this is the kind of rhetoric which should cause Bible-believing Christians to
sit up and take notice, at these End of the Age. Jesus firmly warned us to expect
"false Christs" (false political leaders) and "false prophets" (false religious
leaders) at the End of the Age. Listen:
"Take heed that no man deceive you. For many shall come in my name, saying, I
am Christ; and shall deceive many." (Matt 24:4-5)
"For there shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall shew great signs
and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they shall deceive the very
elect." (Matt 24:24)
Barack Obama is causing many people to want to follow him, simply because he
is exuding some sort of mysterious power which draws them to the man!
On the website, "Is Barack Obama the Messiah?", we read some startling
statements:

"... a light will shine through that window, a beam of light will come down upon
you, you will experience an epiphany ... and you will suddenly realize that you
must go to the polls and vote for Obama" - Barack Obama Lebanon, New
Hampshire. (January 7, 2008)
This statement is most definitely couched in religious terms. And, it is most
definitely effective!
"A quantum leap in American consciousness" (Deepak Chopra)
Deepak Chopra is a major New Age author and lecturer! It is highly significant
that Obama is suddenly the darling of a person like this. New Age adherents have
been looking for a Messiah figure for a very long time. The fact that he would be
so enthusiastic about Obama is very telling as to the kind of eclectic power which
he is exuding.
Also, note his quote about a "quantum leap in American consciousness". New
Agers believe that, just before the New Age Christ appears, mankind will have
passed through a "quantum leap of consciousness"! In fact, the Christ cannot
appear until the population of the world passes through this 'quantum leap of
consciousness"! Therefore, this statement is within the New Age context of
waiting for their Messiah.
"We are the ones we've been waiting for. We are the change that we seek."
(Obama, Super Tuesday)
The major themes from Obama are deceptively short and very useful as mass
propaganda -- 1) "Keep it simple, stupid" and 2) repeat the same short message
as a mantra - are two very effective techniques in deception of the masses.
Obama repeats just a few mantras over and over again, and does so as some kind
of occult power emanates from his voice and his body.
"Some readers understood right away what I meant last week when I said that
John McCain has the misfortune to be running against Luke Skywalker ...
Obama's myth is a tried-and-true one. The late folklorist Joseph Campbell called
it "the hero's journey," and it's found in every culture, from Moses, David and
Odysseus to Luke Skywalker, Frodo and Harry Potter."
"I'll do whatever he says to do. I'll collect paper cups off the ground to make his
pathway clear." (Halle Berry)
"Barack Obama is our collective representation of our purest hopes, our highest
visions and our deepest knowings . . . He's our product out of the all-knowing
quantum field of intelligence." (Eve Konstantine)

"This is bigger than Kennedy. . . . This is the New Testament." | "I felt this thrill
going up my leg. I mean, I don't have that too often. No, seriously. It's a dramatic
event." (Chris Matthews)
Chris Matthews clearly felt a Messianic aura around Obama!
"Obama's finest speeches do not excite. They do not inform. They don't even
really inspire. They elevate. . . . He is not the Word made flesh, but the triumph of
word over flesh . . . Obama is, at his best, able to call us back to our highest
selves." (Ezra Klein)
"Obama has the capacity to summon heroic forces from the spiritual depths of
ordinary citizens and to unleash there from a symphonic chorus of unique
creative acts whose common purpose is to tame the soul and alleviate the great
challenges facing mankind." (Gerald Campbell)
Clearly, this kind of language is the jargon of a religious messiah.
"We're here to evolve to a higher plane . . . he is an evolved leader . . . [he] has an
ear for eloquence and a Tongue dipped in the Unvarnished Truth." (Oprah
Winfrey)
“I would characterize the Senate race as being a race where Obama was, let’s
say, blessed and highly favored. That’s not routine. There’s something else going
on. I think that Obama, his election to the Senate, was divinely ordered. . . . I know
that that was God’s plan." (Bill Rush)
Now, listen to some quotes from this website.
"The Obama campaign uses a religious calling as its central rhetorical trope: "I'm
asking you to believe," reads the banner across the top of barackobama.com. His
appeal to voters is an archetype of religious conversion: instead of being asked
for support, Americans are exhorted to 'join the movement'. In Georgia, he
directly equated his supporters with God's people."
'We Are The Chosen Ones': A new hymn to Barack Obama - The Telegraph
(London), March 6, 2008
"The similarities between Obamian hope and biblical hope are extraordinary."
We could go on and on, listing more instances of Messianic type or Biblical type
language. If you want to continue this search, we encourage you to read this
material on this "Is Barack Obama the Messiah?" website.
Now, let us return to our Town Hall resource, which we quoted, above, for the
final statement which shall lead us into our next news story.

"What is more, Obama knows they are empty promises. In the war between
traditionalism and radicalism, Obama stands solidly with radicalism. Though he
has a gift for obscuring his positions, Obama is an advocate of gay rights, a
strong believer in the concept of private property as social property, an abortionon-demand fanatic. His pledge to move beyond the politics of the 1960s is a
pledge to achieve unity in the fully triumphant program of the 1960s. If Obama is
a Messiah, he is a secular Messiah, preaching the word of Tom Hayden."
Did you notice the kinds of positions Obama supports which are anathema to
Conservatives and/or Christians?
* Advocate of gay rights
* Strong believer in the concept of private property as social property -- Hillary
believes this strongly and the Illuminati Plan envisions the end of private property
rights!
* Abortion-on-demand fanatic - How strange for a person who claimed last week
that he is a Christian who prays to Jesus daily!
Obama Casts His Spell
By Charles Krauthammer
WASHINGTON -- There's no better path to success than getting people to buy a free
commodity. Like the genius who figured out how to get people to pay for water: bottle it
(Aquafina was revealed to be nothing more than reprocessed tap water) and charge
more than they pay for gasoline. Or consider how Google found a way to sell dictionary
nouns -- boat, shoe, clock -- by charging advertisers zillions to be listed whenever the
word is searched.
And now, in the most amazing trick of all, a silver-tongued freshman senator has found
a way to sell hope. To get it, you need only give him your vote. Barack Obama is getting
millions.
This kind of sale is hardly new. Organized religion has been offering a similar
commodity -- salvation -- for millennia. Which is why the Obama campaign has the feel
of a religious revival with, as writer James Wolcott observed, a "salvational fervor" and
"idealistic zeal divorced from any particular policy or cause and chariot-driven by pure
euphoria."
"We are the hope of the future," sayeth Obama. We can "remake this world as it should
be." Believe in me and I shall redeem not just you but your country -- nay, we can
become "a hymn that will heal this nation, repair this world, and make this time different
than all the rest."

And believe they do. After eight straight victories -- and two more (Hawaii and
Wisconsin) almost certain to follow -- Obama is near to rendering moot all the postSuper Tuesday fretting about a deadlocked convention with unelected superdelegates
deciding the nominee. Unless Hillary Clinton can somehow do in Ohio and Texas on
March 4 what Rudy Giuliani proved is almost impossible to do -- maintain a big-state
firewall after an unrelenting string of smaller defeats -- the superdelegates will flock to
Obama. Hope will have carried the day.
Interestingly, Obama has been able to win these electoral victories and dazzle crowds
in one new jurisdiction after another, even as his mesmeric power has begun to arouse
skepticism and misgivings among the mainstream media.
**********for remainder, go to ***********
http://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2008/02/obama_casts_his_spell.html
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

The Real Obama
By Ken Blackwell
Thursday, February 14, 2008
It’s an amazing time to be alive in America. We’re in a year of firsts in this presidential
election: the first viable woman candidate; the first viable African-American candidate;
and, a candidate who is the first frontrunning freedom fighter over 70. The next
president of America will be a first.
We won’t truly be in an election of firsts, however, until we judge every candidate by
where they stand. We won’t arrive where we should be until we no longer talk about
skin color or gender.
Now that Barack Obama steps to the front of the Democratic field, we need to stop
talking about his race, and start talking about his policies and his politics.
The reality is this: Though the Democrats will not have a nominee until August, unless
Hillary Clinton drops out, Mr. Obama is now the frontrunner, and its time America takes
a closer and deeper look at him.
Some pundits are calling him the next John F. Kennedy. He’s not. He’s the next George
McGovern. And it’s time people learned the facts.
Because the truth is that Mr. Obama is the single most liberal senator in the entire U.S.
Senate. He is more liberal than Ted Kennedy, Bernie Sanders, or Mrs. Clinton.

Never in my life have I seen a presidential frontrunner whose rhetoric is so far removed
from his record. Walter Mondale promised to raise our taxes, and he lost. George
McGovern promised military weakness, and he lost. Michael Dukakis promised a liberal
domestic agenda, and he lost.
Yet Mr. Obama is promising all those things, and he’s not behind in the polls. Why?
Because the press has dealt with him as if he were in a beauty pageant.
Mr. Obama talks about getting past party, getting past red and blue, to lead the United
States of America. But let’s look at the more defined strokes of who he is underneath
this superficial “beauty.”
***********for remainder, go to *********
http://townhall.com/columnists/KenBlackwell/2008/02/14/the_real_obama&Comments=t
rue
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Obama's first coming
Washington correspondent Geoff Elliott | February 09, 2008

IT was early 1994 when Nelson Mandela gave a speech in a slum outside Cape
Town and spoke in grand terms of a new beginning and how when he was elected
president every household would have a washing machine.
People took him literally. A few months later he became South Africa's first black
president. That's when clerks in department stores in Cape Town had to turn people
away demanding their free washer and dryer.
Having spent some time as a reporter in South Africa watching the Mandela presidency
I was reminded of that story this week when I travelled with Democratic presidential
candidate Barack Obama on the campaign trail.
How does a cult figure, in the eyes of some something akin to a messiah, make the
transition to a political frontrunner - president even - where disappointment will soon
crush what seemed to be a journey to a promised land?
Looking into the faces of a more than 16,000-strong crowd in a basketball stadium in
Hartford, Connecticut this week, the Mandela magic I'd seen before was there too.
Black and white, and the youth; they appeared in a state close to rapture watching
Obama speak. Here and there one could see women crying and the some men wiping
away tears too.

It was not the promise of a washing machine, of course. Mandela was heading a
Rainbow Revolution - a new governing coalition. The sense of renewal in those heady
days in South Africa in the mid-'90s was palpable. A political and cultural boil was being
lanced. There was relief and joy. Cape Town in those days was humming.
In the US today there are echoes of that Rainbow Revolution. Through the media and
on the streets people are getting a bit giddy over Obama. In this man they are projecting
a new course - one that he says he will lead - where the US buries the culture wars,
charts a new course in bipartisan politics and heralds a new dawn for America.
After more than seven years of the Bush administration and when 70 per cent of the
populace think America is on the wrong course, there's little wonder that the hunger for
something new is real and fertile ground to till for a politician.
But Obama is part politician, part cult. Supporters wearing T-shirts with an Andy Warhol
like pop-art image of his face testify to that. But then they - him - were once easy to
dismiss until people realised Obama's charisma was being matched by one of the most
sophisticated ground operations ever seen. It is one that is outsmarting the Clinton
machine. He's marrying inspiration and cult with old-fashioned political grunt.
One would have to have a heart of stone not to be moved by Obama on the stump. It's
not so much by what he says but it's the way the crowds respond to his words. When
16,000 people, without prompting, start shouting some of his keynote phrases as he
delivers them, you know something special is going on.
The atmosphere at his events is such that one wonders if Obama is about to walk out
with a basket with some loaves and fishes to feed the thousands.
And therein lays the danger for Obama. The Obama shuttle has made it into orbit but at
some point he's going to have to land this thing back on Earth.
************for remainder, go to********
http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,25197,23182456-28737,00.html
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Obama’s International Socialist Connections
AIM Column | By Cliff Kincaid | February 14, 2008
Campaign workers for Senator and presidential candidate Barack Obama are under fire
for displaying a flag featuring communist hero Che Guevara. But Obama has his own
controversial socialist connections. He is, in fact, an associate of a Chicago-based
Marxist group with access to millions of labor union dollars and connections to expert
political consultants, including a convicted swindler.

Obama's socialist backing goes back at least to 1996, when he received the
endorsement of the Chicago branch of the Democratic Socialists of America (DSA) for
an Illinois state senate seat. Later, the Chicago DSA newsletter reported that Obama,
as a state senator, showed up to eulogize Saul Mendelson, one of the "champions" of
"Chicago's democratic left" and a long-time socialist activist. Obama's stint as a
"community organizer" in Chicago has gotten some attention, but his relationship with
the DSA socialists, who groomed and backed him, has been generally ignored.
Blogger Steve Bartin, who has been following Obama's career and involvement with the
Chicago socialists, has uncovered a fascinating video showing Obama campaigning for
openly socialist Senator Bernie Sanders of Vermont. Interestingly, Sanders, who won
his seat in 2006, called Obama "one of the great leaders of the United States Senate,"
even though Obama had only been in the body for about two years. In 2007, the
National Journal said that Obama had established himself as "the most liberal Senator."
More liberal than Sanders? That is quite a feat. Does this make Obama a socialist, too?

DSA describes itself as the largest socialist organization in the United States and the
principal U.S. affiliate of the Socialist International. The Socialist International (SI) has
what is called "consultative status" with the United Nations. In other words, it works
hand-in-glove with the world body.
The international connection is important and significant because an Obama bill, "The
Global Poverty Act," has just been rushed through the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, with the assistance of Democratic Senator Joe Biden, the chairman, and
Republican Senator Richard Lugar. The legislation (S.2433) commits the U.S. to
spending hundreds of billions of dollars more in foreign aid on the rest of the world, in
order to comply with the "Millennium Goals" established by the United Nations.
Conservative members of the committee were largely caught off-guard by the move to
pass the Obama bill but are putting a "hold" on it, in order to try to prevent the
legislation, which also quickly passed the House, from being quickly brought up for a full
Senate vote. But observers think that Senate Democrats may try to pass it quickly
anyway, in order to give Obama a precious legislative "victory" that he could run on.
[Bobbie's Note: Have you called Senators Alexander and Corker urging them to vote
NO on S. 2433?
Alexander: 202-224-4944; Corker 202-224-3344]
Another group associated with the SI is the Party of European Socialists (PES), which
heard from Howard Dean, the chairman of the Democratic National Committee, back in

2006. Dean's speech is posted on the official Democratic Party website, although the
European socialist parties are referred to as "progressive." Democrats, Dean said, want
to be "good citizens of the world community." He spoke at a session on "Global
Challenges for Progressive Politics."
Following up, in April 2007, PES President Poul Nyrup Rasmussen reported that
European socialists held a meeting "in the Democrats HQ in Washington," met with
officials of the party and Democratic members of Congress, and agreed that "PES
activist groups" in various U.S. cities would start working together. The photos of the trip
show Rasmussen meeting with such figures as Senator Ben Cardin, Senator Bernie
Sanders, officials of the Brookings Institution, Howard Dean, and AFL-CIO President
John W. Sweeney, a member of the DSA. The Brookings Institution is headed by former
Clinton State Department official Strobe Talbott, a proponent of world government who
was recently identified in the book Comrade J as having been a pawn of the Russian
intelligence service.
The socialist connections of Obama and the Democratic Party have certainly not been
featured in the Washington Post columns of Harold Meyerson, who happens not only to
be a member but a vice-chair of the DSA. Meyerson, the subject of our 2005 column, "A
Socialist at the Washington Post," has praised convicted inside-trader George Soros for
manipulating campaign finance laws to benefit the far-left elements of the Democratic
Party. Obama's success in the Democratic presidential primaries and caucuses is
further evidence of Soros's success. Indeed, Soros has financially contributed to the
Obama campaign.
******for remainder, go to **********
http://www.aim.org/AIM-COLUMN/OBAMAS-INTERNATIONAL-SOCIALISTCONNECTIONS/
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Obama’s Communist Mentor
AIM Column | By Cliff Kincaid | February 18, 2008
In his biography of Barack Obama, David Mendell writes about Obama's life as a
"secret smoker" and how he "went to great lengths to conceal the habit." But what about
Obama's secret political life? It turns out that Obama's childhood mentor, Frank
Marshall Davis, was a communist.
In his books, Obama admits attending "socialist conferences" and coming into contact
with Marxist literature. But he ridicules the charge of being a "hard-core academic

Marxist," which was made by his colorful and outspoken 2004 U.S. Senate opponent,
Republican Alan Keyes.
However, through Frank Marshall Davis, Obama had an admitted relationship with
someone who was publicly identified as a member of the Communist Party USA
(CPUSA). The record shows that Obama was in Hawaii from 1971-1979, where, at
some point in time, he developed a close relationship, almost like a son, with Davis,
listening to his "poetry" and getting advice on his career path. But Obama, in his book,
Dreams From My Father, refers to him repeatedly as just "Frank."
The reason is apparent: Davis was a known communist who belonged to a party
subservient to the Soviet Union. In fact, the 1951 report of the Commission on
Subversive Activities to the Legislature of the Territory of Hawaii identified him as a
CPUSA member. What's more, anti-communist congressional committees, including the
House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC), accused Davis of involvement in
several communist-front organizations.
Trevor Loudon, a New Zealand-based libertarian activist, researcher and blogger, noted
evidence that "Frank" was Frank Marshall Davis in a posting in March of 2007.
Obama's communist connection adds to mounting public concern about a candidate
who has come out of virtually nowhere, with a brief U.S. Senate legislative record, to
become the Democratic Party frontrunner for the U.S. presidency. In the latest Real
Clear Politics poll average, Obama beats Republican John McCain by almost four
percentage points.
AIM recently disclosed that Obama has well-documented socialist connections, which
help explain why he sponsored a "Global Poverty Act" designed to send hundreds of
billions of dollars of U.S. foreign aid to the rest of the world, in order to meet U.N.
demands. The bill has passed the House and a Senate committee, and awaits full
Senate action.
But the Communist Party connection through Davis is even more ominous. Decades
ago, the CPUSA had tens of thousands of members, some of them covert agents who
had penetrated the U.S. Government. It received secret subsidies from the old Soviet
Union.
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Che flag sends 'disturbing' message about Obama
Candidate attracts 'people who think mass murderers are romantic revolutionaries'
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The Fox TV affiliate in Houston has captured images of a volunteer in a campaign office
for Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama working in front of a flag featuring
the image of Che Guevara, the South American revolutionary who became Fidel
Castro's executioner after the communist takeover in
Cuba.
Fox News' image of Texas
Obama volunteers with Che
Guevara flag

And while the Obama campaign has issued a
statement placing a modest distance between the
campaign and its "volunteers," the issue of such an
image on display in an office operating on behalf of a man hoping to be commander in
chief of the world's last remaining superpower is raising alarms.
Even Obama supporters have been forced into corners because of the issue, with one
likening the Texas state Republican Party to Guevara, to whom have been attributed
hundreds of executions of anti-Castro leaders.
Under the heading "Barack Guevara," Investor's Business Daily raised some of the
more pointed questions, to which the campaign responded only with a statement: "The
office featured in this video is funded by volunteers of the Barack Obama Campaign and
is not an official headquarters for his campaign."
How is it a front-runner for the highest office in the land can reject an American flag on
his lapel but permit the display of a huge Cuban flag at one of his offices, emblazoned
with a mass murderer's mug?" the publication asked.
"Barack Obama, displaying the same 'anything goes' standard of patriotism he showed
when he ostentatiously refused to wear a U.S. flag in his lapel, now shows he's got a
whole different idea about patriotism," the publication continued.
"Rather than repudiate the image, Obama would only call it 'inappropriate,' apparently
without insisting it be taken down. That contrasts with his dismissal of his Senate
colleagues who wear lapel flags as 'hypocrites.' Some hypocrites," IBD said.
"The display of the Castroite flag with Che's picture on it sends a particularly disturbing
message about his campaign. Apparently, Obama tends to attract the kind of people

who think of mass murderers like Che and Fidel as romantic revolutionaries. Those
same people see Obama as a man with a messianic message.
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